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Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a non-invasive approach for measuring 
brainwaves applied extensively in cognitive studies. Intelligence, which 
is commonly gauged as intelligence quotient (IQ) is one of the human 
potential ability that originates from cognitive functioning of the brain. 
Recent researches have shown that correlation exists between EEG and IQ. 
Furthermore, various advanced studies on the EEG signal are conducted 
using advanced computation methods. However, a systematic approach for 
IQ classification based on brainwaves and intelligent modelling technique 
has yet to be studied. Hence, this thesis proposed a practical and systematic 
approach to develop IQ classification model via artificial neural network 
(ANN) based on EEG sub-band features which then, can be related with 
brain asymmetry (BA) and learning style (LS). The protocols involved EEG 
recording during resting with eyes closed and answering the conventional 
psychometric test. Fifty subjects of UiTM students are divided into three 
IQ levels based on the IQ scores from Raven’s Progressive Matrices as 
the control group. Power ratio (PR) and spectral centroid (SC) features 
of Theta, Alpha and Beta are extracted from left prefrontal cortex EEG 
signals. Then, the distributions of sub-band features are examined for 
each IQ level. Cross-relational studies are also done between IQ and other 
cognitive abilities, which are brain asymmetry and learning style based 
on EEG features. Further, IQ classification models comprising of inputs 
Arabic phonemes can be categorised into 28 consonants. The variations 
in each phoneme and vowel cause difficulties for the non-native Arabic 
speakers, particularly the Malay speakers, to pronounce these letters 
correctly.  Hence, in this thesis, noise reduction and consonants recognition 
are conducted among the Malay speakers. The Malay race has been chosen 
due to the high usage of the Arabic language for reciting Al-Quran. 
Generally, the study is divided into two parts, namely, the study of noise 
reduction and consonant recognition. First, two noise removal methods 
were developed. The first method is based on combining Negative function 
with Gamma correction function. The second noise reduction method is 
addressed by utilising 2D Gabor filter. Furthermore, the consonant study 
was conducted based on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system 
concept. The ASR composes of feature extraction stage followed by speech 
recognition. On the other hand, the feature extraction was implemented by 
investigating three different methods, namely, Mel-Frequency Cepstrum 
Coefficients (MFCC), Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC) and Perceptual 
Linear Prediction (PLP). Finally, the speech recognition process was 
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based on PR and SC features (Model A and Model B) are developed using 
multilayer feedforward network. Findings from this research showed that 
sub-band PR and SC features are indeed correlated with IQ. Consequently, 
the network models yielded low mean squared error (MSE) and fulfilled 
the correlation requirements in classifying IQ levels. In cross-relational 
studies, findings have also revealed that PR and SC in relaxed closed-
eyes state reflect the relationship between intelligence and other cognitive 
abilities. The results showed that different balanced states of the brain and 
learning styles can be mapped to distinct IQ levels using the developed 
models. Results also demonstrated that high IQ is obtained when subjects 
maintain relatively balanced hemispheric control. Additionally, results 
also revealed that medium and high IQ levels are capable of utilising 
four learning styles compared to low IQ level where only three learning 
styles were utilised. In conclusion, this research has proven that IQ level 
classification via EEG and ANN modelling is successful specifically the 
PR and SC features at resting EEG that can be considered as a stable 
biological marker in relation to cognitive performance. In addition, the 
study also confirmed that left hemisphere of the frontal region is adequate 
for IQ recognition.
conducted by utilising three methods: Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Deep Neural Network (DNN). 
Experimental analysis and results showed that the proposed noise 
reduction methods have advantages over the traditional methods in terms 
of the consonant waveforms enhancement quality and the computational 
time as well. The MFCC has shown better performance compare to LPC 
and PLP as a feature extraction technique. Additionally, the comparison 
between DTW and ANN has proven that the ANN more suitable for 
Arabic consonant recognition. On the other hand, the joining of ANN 
and DTW has worked optimally as well. Lastly, the DNN are the most 
suitable methods for recognition process of Arabic consonants based on 
Malay speakers’ usage. 
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